
Abstract. Background/Aim: Prosthetic joint infections (PJI)
are difficult to diagnose and treat. For a correct diagnosis,
an array of information has to be processed and weighted.
Successful treatment depends on the diagnosis, timing, and
surgical strategy paired with treatment of the infectious
agent. The complexity and interdisciplinarity needed cause
difficulties concerning decision-making, the communication
between disciplines, and the execution of a treatment
strategy. The aim of this study was to develop a software
platform to enhance the collection of information for the
diagnosis of PJI, the interdisciplinary decision-making
process, the communication between team members, and
continuous evaluation of treatment. Patients and Methods:
In regular planning sessions with an information technology
(IT) specialist, a concept for an IT solution was chosen and
the tool was designed in an interdisciplinary approach.
Results: The tool has been used as a trial version since June
2017. It consists of 14 user interfaces with 431 items. A total
of 117 patients with 118 infections have been entered and the
strategy decided upon and communicated using 298 infection
board documents outlining the treatment. The tool is now
being used to organize the infections board agenda, schedule
patient case discussions, document the relevant data and
treatment plan, as well as communicate with the other teams

involved in the treatment. Conclusion: Using the developed
tool enables the infections team to work collaboratively and
under division of labor on each case, rendering the work
flow more efficient for each team member.

Prosthetic joint infection (PJI) remains one of the most
devastating complications after joint replacement. With the
expected increase of the number of arthroplasties performed
in an aging population (1, 2), PJI will remain a challenging
complication for the treating physician on several levels:
First, as there is no single parameter proving or refuting the
presence of PJI, the diagnosis depends on the correct
interpretation and weighting of a variety of patient history
data, clinical symptoms, laboratory findings, imaging, and
pathological and microbiological results. Despite efforts by
professional associations including the American Academy
of Orthopaedic Surgeons (AAOS), the European Bone and
Joint Infection Society (EBJIS), and the Musculoskeletal
Infection Society (MSIS), as well as by organizations such
as the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
there is no uniform diagnostic approach (3-8). Therefore, the
diagnosis of PJI, especially in centers treating highly
complex cases, depends on the ability of an interdisciplinary
team of experts to take into account a wide array of
information and weight the findings according to the
available evidence and personal experience.
Second, even though surgery remains paramount to the

treatment of PJI, it is likely to fail unless it is part of a
multifaceted strategy. Again, a team of experts from different
fields should be involved in the development and execution
of such a strategy. Moreover, the evidence available is
scarce, as there are few level-one studies available (9-13).
Finally, the increasing complexity of the diagnostic and
therapeutic approaches at hand and the interdisciplinary
effort itself pose challenges. The information that clinical
decisions are based on is dispersed across a variety of
sources both digital and analog. Electronic health records
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(EHR) often do not facilitate the extraction and
summarization of particular findings for an interdisciplinary
approach as is needed in the case of PJI. The gathering of all
the necessary findings from paper records, electronic
sources, or imaging and laboratory software for a joint
decision is tedious and prone to mistakes and omissions.
Another weak link in the process is the way that diagnosis
and treatment decisions are communicated, whether that be
among the team of experts or between them and other
individuals or teams involved in the day-to-day treatment. 
The said complexity of the diagnosis and treatment of PJI

also impedes the follow-up of patients after treatment and
the collection and stratification of the data needed to
evaluate, compare, and improve treatment strategies.
To tackle the challenges arising on the fields of data

gathering and stratification, communication among the
decision makers and between them and other medical
personnel, and the continuous collection and evaluation of
relevant information during and after treatment, was the aim
of our efforts described in the following.

Patients and Methods
Preliminary evaluation. At our Institution, which is a tertiary
referral center for revision arthroplasty, there is a weekly conference
of the Department of Orthopedics, the Institute of Microbiology, and
the hospital pharmacy, the latter two forming the antibiotic
stewardship (ABS) liaison for the entire hospital, on cases of PJI.
For each case, the available diagnostic findings and previous as well
as current therapies are discussed and evaluated by the members of
this musculoskeletal infections team, and the therapeutic strategy as
well as the kind and duration of anti-infective treatment are
determined. Up to the beginning of this project, the results of such
conferences were summarized in a text document distributed on the
wards for the treating physicians and nurses to take note of. Upon
discharge or transfer of a patient, the treatment plan and duration of
treatment were transferred from this document into the discharge
note, by hand, by the discharging physician. On follow-up visits,
the discharge note in the hospital’s EHR was used to assess the
adherence to the planned treatment, and another electronic note in
the EHR was made to document the current findings on each visit.
At the start of the project, the participants of the conference each
identified parts of the process that they considered to be
unnecessarily complicated, to cause loss of information, and/or to
enable mistakes and omissions. In an additional biweekly meeting
after the conference, their opinions were gathered, discussed and
summarized as follows.

Patient history and external diagnostic findings. Especially in cases
with previous revisions, the relevant aspects of the patient history are
dispersed among paper records, surgical reports, and discharge or
short notes from other hospitals, electronic records from outpatient
visits to our institution, and implant and allergy passes. External
laboratory and arthrocentesis findings, microbiological culture and
pathology results, and previous radiological studies are often gathered
sequentially at outpatient contacts in our institution’s clinic. The
quality and completeness of the information transferred onto the

digital EHR are variable. Paper copies are added to the paper file and
are not accessible digitally within the timeframe of treatment, as the
digitalization of paper records is regularly performed after discharge.

Internal diagnostic findings. While all diagnostic results at our
institution are documented digitally, they are formatted as texts in
the instances of pathology and microbiology results, surgical
reports, discharge and short notes, and imaging reports. The texts
cannot be searched systematically (for the number of granulocytes
per high power field in pathology reports, for example).
Furthermore, there is no option to visualize some selective pieces
of information from different documents simultaneously.

Treatment strategy and follow-up. The surgical strategy (implant
retention, single -, two -, or multi-stage implant exchange, implant
removal) is determined by the type and duration of symptoms, and
an array of objective findings. The type and duration of anti-
infective medication complements the respective strategy. After
consideration in the weekly conference, the strategy was
communicated by means of a text document on the hospital server,
as there was no suitable format within the EHR software. While
sufficient in most standard cases, this procedure has the potential
for mistakes and omissions when some objective results that
required a change in strategy became available only after the
conference, or when a change of strategy, or a deviation from the
standard strategy in selected cases, needed to be communicated to
other parties involved in the treatment.
The means for documentation of follow-up visits are short notes

in the EHR. Comments on the adherence to the planned treatment,
or on changes in antibiotic treatment after discharge, are stated in
the text. As the notes are not searchable, bringing this information
up again for later consideration is tedious. For statistical analysis,
the data has to be transcribed manually into another format.

Visualization. Having the possibility to visualize a case and its
pertinent information and findings, preferably over time, was
expected to be advantageous both during and after discussion of the
case in the conference.

Collaboration. As different findings become available over a period
of time, the team members should be able to collaborate on the
same case separately and preferably online. 

Platform development and design. After the evaluation phase, an
experienced clinical IT specialist was assigned to the
musculoskeletal infections team to assess the team’s suggestions for
feasibility and start off with the project’s design phase. The options
considered were:
1. A solution within the existing EHR software consisting of the
design of customized short notes and other documents for better
synopsis of the relevant data. This approach would have entailed a
dependence on the currently used EHR software, and the risk of
having to start the process over with another software in case of a
change of contract.
2. Search for and acquisition of existing software solutions for this
purpose. As of the beginning of the development phase, there was,
to our knowledge, no preexisting software with the required features.
3. Design and development of a customized platform as a stand-
alone software solution. This approach was considered to be too
time consuming and too demanding on personnel and resources. 
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4. Design and development of a customized platform within an
existing software solution.
After separate meetings of each of the members of the

musculoskeletal infections team with the IT specialist to discuss
specific demands on the software solution, it was decided to create
a customized platform within Microsoft Access (Microsoft
Corporation, Redmont, WA, USA). Each member of the team was
required to provide specific demands on the platform’s content and
user interface for their respective fields of expertise. These drafts
were presented during the biweekly planning sessions and
submitted to feedback by the other team members. The revised
drafts were then assessed and incorporated into the platform’s
conceptual design by the IT specialist. His draft was yet again
presented on a regular basis to the whole team and amended
according to the feedback given.
Based on these drafts, several documents within Microsoft Access

were designed to serve multiple functions: as data entry masks, as a
pathway through our diagnostic and therapeutic algorithm, and as
tools to assess the “filtered-down” relevant data. The data structure
is centered around the infection itself, and patient data and documents
are attributed to that infection. This enables the platform to separately
characterize more than one infection in the same patient. 

Infection registration document. Thus, the core element of the data
document hierarchy in the Microsoft Access platform is the
document for infection registration. The user allocates a certain
patient via name and date of birth to the existence of an infection.
The patient’s personal data is pulled from the EHR automatically.
Then, the following details characterizing the infection are entered
(Figure 1):

Implant history: The date of implantation, the kind of implant
(primary/revision/tumor prosthesis) and presence of an osteosynthesis
or other foreign material are chosen by a drop-down menu.
Patient history regarding the infection and risk factors: This is

followed by a free text section to enter the key points of the
patient’s reported history and complaints. The onset and duration of
clinical symptoms as well as objective findings such as the
temperature on admission or the presence of a fistula are
documented as well as several risk factors for PJI (Figures 2 and 3).
In this document, the patient can be scheduled for evaluation in the

weekly infection board meeting via a button that triggers the creation of
an infection board document and a dialog with several other documents
that can be checked or unchecked by the user. These documents include
a strategy, surgery, arthrocentesis/biopsy, pathology, radiology,
microbiology, anti-infective treatment, and follow-up document. Based
on the user’s choice, these are created within Access and are subordinate
hierarchy elements of the infection board document.
In the strategy document, the planned course of treatment is

outlined by a combination of menu items, including implant retention,
single, two-stage, or multiple stage implant exchange, or implant
removal. This document can also be used to describe a change of
strategy, i.e. from implant retention to two-stage exchange.
In the surgery document, the date and kind of surgical procedure

performed can be chosen in a similar fashion from a menu,
including irrigation and debridement, prosthesis removal and
implantation of a spacer, and resection arthroplasty.
The arthrocentesis/biopsy document allows users to enter the

kind of diagnostic procedure performed including details such as
the amount of synovial fluid drawn, the cell count within the fluid,
and the amount and location of biopsies taken.
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Figure 1. Infection registration document. Top row (dark blue bar): Document name, button to create an infection board document, “save” button,
“cancel” button. Below (bright grey): patient number, patient name, patient date of birth, infection number, document identification. Below (light blue)
from top left clockwise: Implant history table with implant type (primary, revision, megaprosthesis), date of surgery and whether the date is exact or by
month/year. Below the table optional information: osteomyelitis, osteosynthesis in situ, and no implant in situ. Localization of implant (by joints and
bones), date of the document’s creation. Risk factors such as previous infection, status post bacteremia, loose implant. Patient history with button to
access the EHR directly from the interface. Bottom: Symptoms such as swelling, redness, tenderness, duration of symptoms and time since last surgery.



Similar to the above, the pathology document characterizes the
pathological findings for the biopsies taken. Regarding the
microbiology document, the presence and resistogram of infectious
agents are entered, allowing a simultaneous visualization of every
agent found for said infection or said patient.
The anti-infective treatment document holds the current

treatment, possible interactions with the patient’s regular
medication, and ABS interventions. The treatment decided upon by
the infection board is entered including its planned duration in days.
Upon follow-up, the patient’s adherence to or a deviation from

the planned treatment can be noted in the follow-up document.
From this document, the user can access the anti-infective treatment
document to make adjustments and can create a new strategy
document to note a resulting change of strategy. Also, the patient
can be scheduled for an infection board meeting by a button.

Infection board document. This document is designed as a control,
documentation and communication tool for infection board
meetings. It consists of an active and a passive section. The passive
section includes the contents of the subordinate documents
described above. On the other hand, the active section contains the
current reason for presentation, the board’s assessment on whether
an infection is present, suggested further diagnostics, and a course
of action. In the passive section, findings such as the arthrocentesis
result can be checked to be entered into the active section.
To facilitate the simultaneous assessment of several laboratory

results over time, a button in the passive document section triggers
access to the QlikView server (QlikTech International, Radnor, PA,
USA) showing an overview of selected findings (Figure 2). These are
sorted in profiles. For example, one profile shows only inflammation
markers, while another one relevant for the ABS team shows kidney
and liver function parameters. These profiles can be combined, and
the profiles’ filters can be changed in real time (Figure 4).

Upon completion, the team can finalize the document, triggering
the creation of a PDF file (Portable Document Format, Adobe Systems
Incorporated, San José, CA, USA) containing a summary of the active
document section. This document is saved to the patient’s EHR, where
it is instantly accessible by other individuals involved in the treatment,
and it is thus the means of real time communication between the
infection board and other medical personnel.
Infection board documents pending decision are shown in and

can be accessed from a list which is now being used as the infection
board meeting agenda. When findings such as the definitive culture
results are not yet available, the patient’s presentation is rescheduled
to a future meeting by creating another infection board document
for that date via a button.

Timeline. The individual sequence of events for each infection can be
visualized on a Gantt chart (Varchart XGantt, Netronic, Aachen,
Germany), where symbols mark laboratory results, clinical findings,
surgeries, infection board decisions, and antibiotic treatment (Figure 5).

Results

From September 2016 until June 2017, the design phase was
completed. 14 user interfaces were created in Access,
containing a total of 431 items. An XGantt diagram was
customized to visualize each infection over time, with
symbols representing each document and a symbol for each
laboratory investigation undertaken. Users can click on each
symbol to pull up the details of the respective document.
Since June 2017, the platform has been in use for weekly

infection board meetings. On a monthly basis, the developing
IT specialist has been attending meetings for technical
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Figure 2. Example of real-time data analysis using Qlikview: X axis: Type of bacterium, y axis: Number of observations, z axis: Clinical symptoms.
Clicking on a bar will show the respective cases in which the symptom was observed.



assistance and troubleshooting and to assess possible design
amendments suggested by team members. The following
workflow has been established to achieve adequate usage of
the platform with optimal efficiency: Upon admission,
patients with PJI are reported to a study nurse attached to the
musculoskeletal infections team. The study nurse extracts
relevant data from paper files and the EHR to complete the
infection registration, and creates an infection board
document scheduled for the upcoming meeting; then, the
study nurse prepares the surgery, arthrocentesis/biopsy,
radiology, and pathology documents. An orthopedic infection
team member checks the prepared documents and signs them
off electronically. The microbiologist of the team creates a
microbiology document and updates culture results over
time, the pharmacist documents the current medication and
possible interactions, as well as resulting ABS interventions
in an anti-infective treatment document.
During the weekly meeting, the patients pending for

infection board assessment are chosen from the list of
infection board documents to be completed. The findings
entered by the team members are pulled up and discussed,
with relevant findings selected for transfer into the active
document section. Further instructions are entered as a free
text if needed. If relevant findings are not yet completed, a
preliminary course of treatment is set, signed off to create
the PDF document for the EHR. The patient’s presentation
at a future meeting is scheduled by creating a new infection
board document dated in the future. On the wards and in
clinic, physicians involved in the patient treatment can
access the PDF file via the EHR instantaneously.
Since implementation of the platform, 117 patients with

118 infections have been entered. A total of 298 infection
board documents were filled out in 45 infection board
meetings. There were 65 low grade infections, 35 early
onset, and 23 acute hematogenic PJIs. The difference
between the absolute number of infections and the sum of
the infection types results from the fact that early onset or
acute hematogenic infections can persist and be classified
differently over the course of time or be acute on chronic
manifestations of a low-grade infection undiagnosed at the
first presentation of the patient (Figure 6).

Discussion

This is, to our knowledge, the first project aiming to
integrate the relevant findings for the diagnosis and treatment
of PJI and to enable a more efficient and complete
communication among specialist team members and between
them and other treating physicians.
Since most medical personnel are neither trained in the

use of advanced IT applications nor in their development, we
acquired professional assistance by an IT specialist and
aimed for a structured and cyclical development process

involving recurrent checks and feedback. As this process was
developed “on-the-go” by our team, one might speculate that
the incorporation of an established, predefined workflow, as
suggested by Collins et al. for collaborative creation of
content, might have been less time consuming (14).
Also, our decision to use an established yet dated

application such as Access should be critically discussed.
More advanced software solutions might have offered more
possibilities in terms of interface design, visualization, and
automatic extraction and algorithmic processing of the raw
data. Such amenities remain our mid-term goal. However,
our strategy was to develop the created tool as a beta version
and transfer it to a more modern software platform once it
has been tried and tested. This way, we were able to focus
our resources on the creation of content and a design suitable
for the clinical and scientific purpose we pursued. The
Access platform provided the necessary flexibility for quick
amendments when changes of content or the user interface
were deemed necessary by team members.
The value of an interdisciplinary approach in the diagnosis

and treatment of infections is known (15, 16). The
observation of organizational and communication problems
in our practice prompted us create a customized solution
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Figure 3. Example of real-time data analysis using Qlikview: Chord
diagram. On the left: Number of previous surgeries. On the right:
microorganism found. Width of the chord connecting the number of
surgeries and the organism indicates the number of cases. Clicking on
any element of the diagram shows all the cases pertaining to it.
Additional filters (i.e., time of the index or any other surgery, the
location of the prosthesis, or a restriction to certain organisms) can be
set in real time.



with the added benefit of fully embracing information
technology, since the dispersal of relevant information
among various analog and digital sources has been identified
as a hindrance to treatment quality and cost effectiveness
(17, 18). Evans et al. have shown elegantly the
improvements in antibiotic drug choice and usage as well as

in cost effectiveness when the potential of information
technology is put to use (17).
However, data quality has to be ensured by those collecting

the data. Relevant professional terms have to be defined, data
entry has to be consistent to enable later access and
searchability, and entries have to be checked before they are

in vivo 33: 1625-1633 (2019)
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Figure 4. Laboratory results grouped using Qlikview: Parameters and time frame can be added in real time and saved as a preset. Shown here is
part of the “infection” preset showing C-reactive protein (CRP), white blood cell count, and procalcitonin levels and ranges.

Figure 5. Gantt diagram showing the course of events over time. Symbols from left to right: Strategy document created. Yellow circle: Biopsy
document. Light blue cone: Laboratory result. Blue circle: Pathology result. Dark blue circle “M”: Microbiology result. Bar “Vancomycin i.v.”:
Duration and type of anti-infective treatment. Grey bar below: Duration of inpatient treatment at our institution. Each document or laboratory
result can be accessed by clicking on the respective symbol.



saved or transferred to other platforms (19). With our choice
of customized user interfaces in Microsoft Access, we tried to
put the selection and normalization of the relevant data, the
most time-consuming part of the process in our experience, at
the beginning of the workflow. Upon completion of the
acquisition of relevant data after a patient is admitted,
subsequent evaluation of the information is very
straightforward. Therefore, the bulk of the time taken up for
the preparation of the information for infection board meetings
takes place outside of the team meeting. The meetings
themselves have become more efficient in the process. Also,
since the implementation of the platform, a substantially
improved organization of infection board meetings and of the
communication between the team members has been observed
by all. A similar effect was described by Marks et al. after
introduction of a database for infectious diseases (15).
Another potential benefit of the platform described is the

possibility for remote access and data entry. Thus, the platform
can be used to organize clusters of primary and secondary
health care facilities organized around a center specialized in
PJI diagnosis and treatment. Remote diagnosis and treatment
assistance is necessary in a field with a high degree of

specialization paired with an increasing financial burden
caused by an increasing amount of PJI cases. A similar
network approach has proven efficient, cost-effective and
successful in the treatment of severe injuries in Germany, and
studies on telemedicine reach similar conclusions (20-23). In
the case of PJI, there is the additional potential benefit of
providing remote care for outpatients, as the duration of
antibiotic treatment often exceeds 2 months, and the tailored
choice of anti-infective agents and management of side effects
are challenging for general practitioners. Consistent reports on
side effects and interactions observed in outpatient treatment
could, in turn, provide antibiotic stewardship teams with
valuable information and data, again improving antibiotic
prescription and usage.
With the ongoing use of the platform, the quantity of data

entered will likely enable a solid scientific evaluation of
current diagnostic and treatment concepts. Due to the
heterogeneous approaches to the definition, diagnosis, and
treatment of PJI, and the relatively small numbers of patients
treated in single institutions, there is a lack of adequately
powered, well-executed trials on the subject. A positive
effect of large amounts of data recorded through a network
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Figure 6. Example of real-time data analysis using Qlikview: Bar chart. X-axis: Months. Y-axis: Number of infections. Box on the right: Infectious
agents detected. The upper chart shows an overview of all infections over a selected time span. Upon selection of one or more infectious agents (in
this case, staphylococci), the chart changes to show cases of infections caused by staphylococci. Clicking on a bar will list all respective cases.



approach on the quality of scientific assertions on rare
medical conditions has been shown in trauma research (24).
Inconsistencies and deviations from standardized

diagnostic and clinical pathways for PJIs even in specialized
high-volume centers have been described (25, 26). While
there is no evidence for worse treatment outcomes associated
with such deviations, an effect on overall treatment success
is very likely. Apart from that, there is a moral obligation to
try to reduce or better, eliminate mistakes during treatment
of each patient in our care. The platform we developed now
allows us to constantly evaluate the diagnostic and
therapeutic processes, identifying systematic errors and
improving our implemented pathways.

Conclusion

For diseases that are difficult to diagnose or treat, a
collaborative approach involving a team of specialists in various
fields is often needed. This is the case for prosthetic joint
infections, were an expert team of orthopedic surgeons,
microbiologists, and pharmacists has to be assembled at various
points in time during the diagnostic process, the treatment
planning, and execution of said treatment including its
surveillance and follow-up care. To efficiently execute such a
team effort with minimal loss of information and limit the
amount of time spent on the organization and logistics of the
team meetings and documentation, an IT platform was
established enabling the metachronous and collaborative work
on each case. While the design and implementation processes
were time consuming, and the input of relevant information by
each specialist, even though based on the division of labor, is
elaborate, the use of the platform has increased team meeting
efficiency and availability of relevant information.
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